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on the 
IneVItabIlIty 

of RIsk
T o m  H a y d e n

upport the spirit and future of the Bernie genera-
tion. That’s imperative no matter which candidate 
you vote for in the primary. His progress has been 
amazing since the early moment when I welcomed 

him at a kickoff rally in LA. The Sanders campaign will 
have a deep lasting impact on social movements, younger 
progressive Democrats, local elections and presidential 
politics far into the future. Hopefully it will turn the “pro-
gressive wing of the Demo-
cratic Party” into a real force 
ahead.
 After winning New 
Hampshire the climb will get 
tougher and the arguments 
may become more intense. 
His movement will over-
flow with accelerating joy, 
like the winter of 1967 when 
student volunteers tromped 
through blizzards to get Eu-
gene McCarthy over 40 per-
cent of the vote, and helped 
force LBJ to resign. Or like 
Jesse Jackson’s primary 
campaign in 1988 which led 
to the Rainbow Coalition. 
The real model for changing 
the system from within was 
Senator Barack Obama’s 
win in Iowa in 2008, pow-
ered by voters like those 
who support Bernie. 
 There is no doubt 
that the Bernie generation is our political future, joining 
with groups demanding living wages or $15/hr, Black Lives 
Matter, the Dreamers, and 350.org. With their roots in the 
Occupy movement, they are viscerally mad at the rigged 
economy based on McJobs and the monopoly power of the 
plutocrats. They want a lifting of student debt and lowering 
of tuition, the expansion of health care. 80% of millenni-
als demand a transition to clean energy and renewables by 
2030. 82% want background checks on all gun purchases. 
They want Citizens United repealed and secret money un-
masked. Bernie has raised an astounding $41 million dol-
lars, 74 percent in small individual contributions.
 Bernie will now have to rush far and wide in 
search of Black and Latino voters. Perhaps he is hoping 
that these voters will come to his side in a tide similar to 
Obama’s after 2008, when black voters supported Hillary 

until Obama proved he could win votes in all-white Iowa. 
If they think Bernie is electable, black voters may shift. 
It’s a high-risk gamble, but this election is all about risk. 
Many are holding off a final endorsement until the African 
American vote rolls in from South Carolina and the Latino 
vote from Nevada.
 There’s nothing more dangerous than losing all 
branches of government to the cult of right-wing Repub-
licans. That’s why many are for the Democratic ticket in 
November.
 If there’s not a sudden shift to Bernie, if the pri-
maries grind on, the Bernie-Hillary split will become more 
rancorous at every level. The work of conflict resolution 
between the two camps will become complicated. Bernie’s 
present margin over Trump may or may not shrink. Many 
incumbent Democrats will panic over being on the same 
ticket with a Democratic Socialist. 
      Hillary has slipped from a strong 25-point mar-

gin to only 13-15 percent 
among national Democrats. 
She should do well in coming 
primary states where there 
are large black, Latino, and 
multi-cultural populations. 
But Bernie’s movement will 
still be everywhere.
     If Bernie does slip 
against Hillary, as the pun-
ditry predicts, his movement 
will remain essential to a 
Democratic win in Novem-
ber. Hillary can’t just make 
a traditional deal with Ber-
nie in order to win his le-
gions over, but will have to 
conduct her campaign with 
great respect for her rival 
and for the positions he takes 
on Wall Street and Citizens 
United. Bernie will have to 
lead his supporters into an 
alliance with their nemesis, 
Hillary and the traditional 

Democratic Party. Assuming a close November election 
settled by less than four points, Bernie supporters will be 
the difference.
 We cannot risk another electoral loss, whether sto-
len or otherwise, but where lies the greater risk? That is 
exactly what Democrats and Independents are pondering 
and fretting over these days. It’s the finger-biting moment 
when tempers fray, hyperbole mounts, and passions flare.
Many say the risk is the label “democratic socialist,” which 
means Bernie has a lot of explaining to do. On the other 
hand, a black candidate named Barack Hussein Obama 
won the presidency despite all the smears, so anything is 
possible. 
 Bernie will be well served by a clear and sober 
definition of what “winning” means. The presidency is all-
important of course, but the Republican Party has a lock on 
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If bernie does slip 
against hillary, 

as the punditry
predicts, his 

movement will 
remain essential to 
a democratic win in 

november.
– Tom Hayden      
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added an additional debate.] The 50-state strategy inaugu-
rated by Howard Dean has withered, leaving fewer resourc-
es for organizing the party to become more competitive. 
The guiding assumption seems to be incumbent protection 
rather than a democracy movement. The party apparatus 
is frequently criticized by the grassroots for making short 
visits to collect big checks from wealthy donors before fly-
ing on to other donor-centric events. While the growing 
pressure on the party to raise money is understandable, the 
grassroots activists often turn out to be entry-level staffers 
to recruit for low-ticket events. Bernie’s campaign is built 
on the passion of independent non-traditional voters like 
those who turned out for Obama, McCarthy, and Bobby 
Kennedy long ago. Again, the future depends on Bernie 
and his followers one-way or the other. If he happens to 
lose the next primary, his base still makes the difference in 
a close general election. I have many admirable friends in 
their sixties and seventies who still work the phone lines 
and volunteer for candidate events, but their numbers and 
energy are not enough for November.
 So Hillary’s dilemma is whether she can attack 
Bernie and his supporters through the primaries while win-
ning the respect and support she ultimately needs before 
November. And Bernie’s dilemma is how to expand his 
movement into a growing force through November and 
post-November.
 Though new events always happen, my own his-
tory haunts me here:
 1.  In 1968, I supported Bobby Kennedy until his 
death, and then switched back to anti-war work hoping 
that Humphrey would change his loyalty to LBJ and Viet-
nam. As it turned out, Humphrey in October called for a 

e l e c t i o N  2 0 1 6
the Congress and Supreme Court. If Bernie is the nominee, 
the Right will fight back with even greater ferocity, if that 
is possible. So it’s a fantasy to believe Bernie will make leg-
islative progress on his admirable proposals for free tuition 
and single-payer health insurance. The truth is that he will 
have to fight off the Republicans in 2017-2018 and hope to 
gain ground in congressional elections and the 2020 presi-
dential contest. Just building a mass movement or “political 
revolution” will not work in a deeply divided country. Every 
past “insurgency” in the Democratic Party is followed by an 
effort to solidify the movement into a unified organization, 
but they have always waned in effectiveness.
 There are only so many executive orders possible 
for a President Bernie or President Hillary to issue.  It’s not 
clear how many Republican votes Hillary will be able to 
“reach across the aisle” to. Bernie doesn’t hazard a guess. 
So we need to see that we face at least two or three Ameri-
can electorates at once, with progress mainly possible in 
Democratic-leaning states and big cities. This strategy has 
proven to work on climate change, gun safety, $15/hour 
wage and labor protections. The core of the Congressio-
nal Progressive Caucus, and the base of Senators Elizabeth 
Warren, Sherrod Brown, Dick Durbin, Chris Murphy, Al 
Franken, Maria Cantwell, Tammy Baldwin, Brian Schatz 
and Mayor Bill de Blasio are built on the same pillars. In 
both houses, the Democrats will fight a defensive war with 
important regional victories.  
 The party itself will need a renovation too, never a 
comfortable task. The Democratic National Committee has 
upset much of the media and its own rank-and-file by limit-
ing the number of presidential debates and choosing times 
of limited television viewership. [Fortunately, they’ve just 
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bombing halt and peace talks, rose in the polls, and lost by 
only one percent in November [let’s not forget the George 
Wallace vote was 13 percent, assuring a pro-war majority 
in opinion polls.] No one has an exact idea of the voting, 
but surely many Democrats and anti-war people could not 
bring themselves to vote for a Humphrey they wanted to 
“dump.” We got Nixon. 
 2. In 1976, I campaigned for the US Senate in the 
California Democratic primary. The chief issue was na-
tional health care, which I supported against incumbent 
Sen. John Tunney’s more conservative bill. Tunney was far 
ahead for eight months until I rocketed into an equal, or 
slightly stronger position in the May Field poll. Then the 
party’s liberal establishment flooded mailboxes and televi-
sion screens with the message that I was a liar, a radical, 
unfit and inexperienced, who would raise everyone’s taxes. 
It was too much for a newcomer from the Sixties to sus-
tain, and Tunney was the winner. Having received 1.3 mil-
lion primary votes in a single state, I moved on to build the 
grassroots Campaign for Economic Democracy to seek lo-
cal electoral victories. But Tunney, tarnished in the prima-
ry, was defeated in November by a hero of the New Right, 
S. I. Hayakawa, whose fame rested on throwing students 
off campuses. Since I believe in accepting any role I may 
have in causing negative outcomes, I have to acknowledge 
that my campaign helped bring Tunney down.
 3. In 2000, having learned from my experiences, 
I strongly supported Vice President Al Gore over friend 
Ralph Nader who ran as a third-party candidate. Towards 
the end, I remember being hooked up in many conference 
calls trying to lobby Nader to urge his followers in blue 
states to switch to Gore. If Gore won, I reasoned, we would 
have our first environmental president and Ralph would be 

the top public interest lobbyist just down the street from 
the White House. I listened to many acrimonious debates 
between Nader backers like Michael Moore and Gore’s top 
environmental staff. In the end, a rational consensus turned 
out to be impossible. The election was stolen and a col-
laborative Supreme Court launched the George W. Bush 
presidency. That’s why Bernie’s decision to run as a Demo-
crat was so important.
 I could go on to 2004, when John Kerry himself 
acknowledged vote tampering in Ohio but yielded to Bush on 
the grounds of national unity. But I don’t want to go on. I want 
to prevent another of these terrible tragic cycles to repeat.
 So what’s the right answer this time? That’s up to 
all of us. All I would emphasize is that everyone acknowl-
edges that they are taking a big personal risk in voting for 
our future. Make sure you have heard the other side from 
the other side’s experience. Sort out differences carefully. 
Include respect for your opponents and the undecided. De-
pending on your approach, for example, you can take Ber-
nie’s recent shift towards Hillary on gun-manufacturers’ 
immunity as a “flip flop” or a step forward for the party and 
all of us. Also you can welcome Hillary’s shift on the TPP 
trade agreement as a welcome development rather than 
gloat, “Bernie pushed her into it.” Think of what can unite 
and mend, not who gains in tactical warfare. I’ve never 
been a True Believer in anything, but taken my strongest 
stands in the midst of doubt at the same time.
 This is such an important election, the riskiest of 
my lifetime; I am devoted to healing this divide and win-
ning in November. If we win, then we can resume our quar-
rels and patient work for peace and justice.
Tom Hayden is a founding member of SDS and author of many books. 
See his website: tomhayden.com/pjrc. 1/21/2016
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confessIons of 
a foRmeR gmo 

VIRgIn 
c o o k S o n  B e e c H e r

ack in the late 1990s, I was a GMO virgin. I had 
never heard of GMOs — genetically modified 
organisms — nor had I ever had any contact with 
them, much less allowed any of them into my 

body. But that was soon to change. I attended a workshop 
about a new advance in agriculture that could eliminate, or 
vastly reduce, the use of pesticides, while at the same time 
boost yields. How seductive can you get? As a journalist, I 
made haste toward the room where the talk was scheduled. 
At my side was my brother-in-
law, a dahlia grower. He told 
me he didn’t think it applied to 
anything he did but that it did 
sound interesting — almost 
like science fiction.
 The presentation, 
which was part of an annu-
al conference for farmers in 
Western Washington, focused 
on the wonders of a new type 
of potato dubbed the NewLeaf 
Potato. What set it apart from 
hybrid varieties was that it had 
been bred using genetic modi-
fication so it could resist the 
nasty Colorado potato beetle.
 Dennis Halterman, a 
research geneticist for the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, 
recently explained how modi-
fying the potato so it contains 
the Bt toxin — a protein that 
comes from a bacteria and is 
used in both organic produc-
tion and biotech (GMO) crops 
— can help protect the plants 
from insects.
 “Basically the protein 
forms a crystalline structure that the insect’s gut can’t deal 
with after ingesting it,” Halterman said. “It essentially 
pokes holes in the insect’s digestive tract. However, it has 
no effect on us when we eat it. So, the insects still eat the 
plant, but get sick and die shortly afterwards.”
 Halterman said the advantage of using Bt in ge-
netically modified crops is that the farmers don’t have to 
use sprayers or tractors to apply the protein because it’s 
already in the plant, which saves time and fuel.
back to the past and the future 

 The farmers in the room started looking around at 
each other with puzzled expressions. I’m sure my brother-
in-law and I had the same look on our faces. A researcher 
from none other than Monsanto was giving the presenta-
tion. The audience listened intently. Could this be true? Or 
was it, as my brother-in-law described it, science fiction.
 The presentation opened our eyes to the fact that 
other “agricultural wonders” were waiting beyond the ho-
rizon. Corn and soybeans, for example, that could be engi-
neered to make a protein that kills certain insects such as 
corn borers when they feed on the plants. Going one step 
further, crops such as corn and soybeans could be geneti-
cally engineered to resist glyphosate — think RoundUp 
herbicide from Monsanto. With genetic engineering the 
weeds would be killed but not the crops.
 Oh, and there was the “fish tomato,” which never 
did get past the research stage, but which, nevertheless, is 
still being used as an example of genetic engineering. In 
hopes of developing a tomato that could withstand cold-

er temperatures, researchers 
came up with a tomato that 
contained an antifreeze gene 
from the winter flounder.
 After the presentation, 
still dazzled by what I had 
learned, I walked down the 
hall to the coffee break room. 
I immediately spotted some 
people I knew who worked 
for Cascadian Farm, an or-
ganic “giant,” which at that 
time had its headquarters in 
the same Western Washington 
county where I lived. Later 
General Mills bought it. Joy-
fully, I recounted what I had 
just heard.
 I was surprised at how 
dismally they reacted. Turns 
out, they told me, this wasn’t 
what I had thought. Rather it 
was a technology that had dire 
consequences, not only for 
agriculture, but also the envi-
ronment and all of mankind.
 I duly noted what they 
said and included it in an ar-
ticle I wrote about the presen-

tation. But it took up only a very small part of the article. 
Actually, I started it out by talking about “opening the 
door to an entirely new world of agriculture,” one that al-
lowed crops to be bountifully grown without pesticides.
 And, yes, it was a “new world.” By 2014, a re-
cord 181.5 million hectares (1 hectare equals 2.47 acres) 
of biotech crops were grown globally, an increase of more 
than six million hectares from 2013, according to a report 
released by the International Service for the Acquisition of 
Agri-Biotech Applications (ISAAA).

g m o s

I began to
see that the “facts” 

about biotechnology 
didn’t seem to be

getting much play
in the media — at least 
not compared

to all of the articles
featuring 

“fervent concerns” 
about it.
– Cookson Beecher  
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 “The accumulated hectarage of biotech crops 
grown in 1996 to 2014 equals, roughly, 80 percent more 
than the total land mass of China,” said Clive James, 
ISAAA Founder and report author. “Global hectarage has 
increased more than 100-fold since the first plantings of 
biotech crops.”
costumes or Facts?
 Several years later, I attended an international 
conference about biotechnology in Seattle. As I made my 
way to the building where it was being held, I had to walk 
through a large crowd of mostly young people dressed in 
all sorts of costumes. A tomato crossed with a fish, for ex-
ample. There were all sorts of signs about the dangers of 
“Frankenfoods” aka GMOs.
 I sat on a bench and took it all in. And also took 
a lot of photos. These costumed protesters were definitely 
more interesting than a sober-faced scientist or researcher. 
At one point, one of the protesters took a seat next to me. 
He had just told the crowd that it was their duty to break 
into the labs and destroy the research and any experiments 
being conducted there.
 When I gently warned him that yes, we have the 
freedom of speech in this country, but that it’s tempered 
by the stipulation that it’s not to incite violence, he told 
me with all of the fervent idealism of a young person that 
he was willing to die to stop this new “very dangerous” 
science.
 When I went down the escalator into a room 
where the scientists and researchers were preparing for 
their presentations, I asked a woman who had just finished 
putting information into a computer if she had seen the 
protesters. “Yes,” she told me, with a very dismissive tone 
in her voice. “What do they know? We’re the scientists. 
We’re the ones with the facts.”
Facts and Fears 
 As the years rolled on, I began to see that the 
“facts” about biotechnology didn’t seem to be getting 
much play in the media — at least not compared to all 
of the articles featuring “fervent concerns” about it. Turns 
out that a lot of people didn’t want to buy food with GMOs 
in it. This included people who didn’t even know what a 
GMO was.
 That became clear to me one day when I was at a 
party and talking with a good friend. She clutched my arm, 
and, with a look of terror in her eyes, told me she had eaten 
GMOs in some corn chips without knowing it. What was 
going to happen to her she asked as she took a drag off the 
cigarette she was holding in her other hand.
 We all know the dangers of smoking — no se-
crets there. The packaging even tells us about them. When 
people consider GMOs, it’s a more basic fear than that.
 Or, as one academic paper out of the University 
of Hawaii-Manoa put it, “Many individuals, when con-
fronted with conflicting and confusing statements about 
the effect of genetic engineer¬ing on our environment and 
food supply, experience a ‘dread fear’ that inspires great 
anxiety.”

g m o s
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 Then there was what many saw as the “dark side” 
to all of this. A power so powerful that it actually copy-
righted the GMO crops, thus putting a stop to the time-
honored farming tradition of saving seeds from one year’s 
crop to plant the next year. This “dark force” had a name, 
and it was Monsanto. Many opponents have grown to hate 
this huge international company more than the biotechno-
logical advances it has spawned. They warn that the cor-
poration is trying to own life itself.
Welcome to my World 
 Some years later I was very surprised indeed to 
learn that GMOs had entered my world — big time. Dairy 
farmers in my neck of the woods were growing biotech 
corn. As I drove by acres and acres of it, I couldn’t help 
but marvel at how well it was growing — how strangely 
beautiful it looked.
 My article about it shocked readers. I discovered 
this when I went to the local farmers market and everyone 
was abuzz about it. “How could they be doing this here?” 
the farmers and the market shoppers were saying to each 
other. “Someone should report them for doing it.”
 Well, of course, it was all perfectly legal. In fact, 
the Food and Drug Administration does not require any 
special labeling for food made with plants bred by genetic 
engineering. The agency says there is no nutritional dif-
ference between GMO crops and those grown with non-
GMO seed.
 Try telling that to the consumers who see things 
otherwise. Many point to this as a food safety issue be-
cause even though no confirmed cases of actual health 
problems caused by eating GMO foods have been docu-
mented. That doesn’t mean none will, they say. They won-
der why people should be used as guinea pigs!
No let-up in labeling battle 
 Recently activists and industry reps sat down 
twice with none other than Secretary of Agriculture Tom 
Vilsack to see if they could come up with a compromise 
about labeling food processed with genetic engineering. 
No compromise could be found, and no one is placing any 
bets on whether there will be a third meeting.
 On the legal front, the two sides — activists and 
“big ag” — will continue the battle in federal court, in 
Congress and state-by-state.
 As for the voters, they rejected mandatory GMO 
labeling in four Western states — among them heavy-
weights California and Washington. In Congress, the 
House and Senate appear split over whether such labeling 
should be a state or federal issue.
 Retailers and food companies are paying atten-
tion. In 2013, for example, Whole Foods announced that 
by 2018, all products in its U.S. and Canadian stores must 
be labeled if they contain genetically modified organisms. 
As such, it was the first national grocery store to set a 
deadline for GMO labeling.
 Last month, the Campbell Soup Company came 
out with this surprising news: It will advocate for federal 
legislation that would require all foods and beverages regu-

g m o s
lated by the FDA and the USDA “to be clearly and simply 
labeled for GMOs.” It will also withdraw from all efforts 
led by coalitions and groups opposing such measures.
 While the company’s officials say they’re opti-
mistic that a federal solution can be found in a reasonable 
amount of time, they are prepared to label all of Camp-
bell’s U.S products for the presence of GMOs regardless 
whether government mandates it.
 At the same time, the company says it continues 
to recognize that “GMOs are safe, as the science indicates 
that foods derived from crops using genetically modified 
seeds are not nutritionally different from other foods.” The 
company has a list of GMO ingredients on its website.
 The company’s press release also points to the 
marketplace for the reason it has switched sides: “With 
92 percent of Americans supporting the labeling of GMO 
foods, Campbell believes now is the time for the federal 
government to act quickly to implement a federal solu-
tion.”
 Campbell is a good example of how food compa-
nies have changed the way they talk about their products 
to consumers. “Real food that matters for life’s moments” 
is how the company describes its purpose.
 “For generations, people have trusted Campbell 
to provide authentic flavorful and readily available foods 
and beverages that connect them to each other, to warm 
memories, and to what’s important today,” says the com-
pany.
 Sounds a lot like a foodie love-in, doesn’t it?
What happened to the gmo virgin?
 Does all of this mean I’ve been seduced by 
GMOs? The jury’s still out on that one. I do have concerns 
about the way Goliath-type companies have taken over 
so much of this planet’s food production, and also about 
the effects of spraying the land with so much glyphosate, 
which is said to possibly cause cancer.
 According to a recently published report, “Trends 
in glyphosate herbicide use in the United States and glob-
ally,” by former Washington State university researcher 
Charles Benbrook, glyphosate is the most heavily applied 
pesticide in history, in the U.S. and globally. Even more 
troubling, says the report published in Environmental Sci-
ences Europe on Feb. 2, two-thirds of the total volume of 
glyphosate applied in the U.S. from 1974 to 2014 has been 
sprayed in just the past 10 years.
 As for being a GMO virgin, that ended long ago. 
It couldn’t be helped. Since about 80 percent of all pro-
cessed foods contain them, what’s a woman to do? Yes, 
organic foods aren’t allowed to contain any GMOs, but try 
going to a party and not being seduced by some corn chips 
with the best dip imaginable at their side. Are you going to 
start wandering around the room asking if anyone knows 
if the chips are GMO free? How much fun would that be? 
And besides, how many people would offer you a glass 
of wine and strike up a conversation? Sometimes you just 
can’t ignore “the facts of life.”

Cookson Beecher writes for FoodSafetyNews.com. 
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moneyed 
InteRests 

blockIng actIon 
on clImate 

S e a n  m c e l w e e 
lobal warming is an increasingly pressing cri-
sis. While the recent international climate ac-
cords in Paris are an important step forward, the 
power of wealthy interests in the United States 

still hampers progress. In her new book, Dark Money, 
journalist Jane Mayer traces how the billionaire brothers 
Charles and David Koch and their right-wing allies have 
funded an elaborate climate change denial operation that 
has successfully derailed climate legislation.
the denial apparatus
 Donors in the Koch 
network have good reason 
to oppose climate change, as 
their business model relies 
on the market failing to price 
carbon correctly, due to gov-
ernment subsidies and inac-
tion. As Mayer notes, “Coal, 
oil, and gas magnates formed 
the nucleus of the Koch do-
nor network.” Indeed, Koch 
Industries is one of the coun-
try’s largest producers of toxic 
waste and greenhouse gas 
emissions. As journalist Tim 
Dickinson reports, one of the 
first wins for the Koch broth-
ers was torpedoing President 
Bill Clinton’s first-term pro-
posal to create an energy tax, 
which, one high-profile Koch 
executive said, “may have de-
stroyed our business.” 
 Though the Koch 
brothers claim to love markets, 
their overriding political goal 
is to prevent the pricing of externalities. Koch Industries, 
Mayer reports, increased its lobbying more than 20-fold to 
$20 million between 2004 and 2008, more than any other 
energy and gas company.
 Lee Fang, a journalist at The Intercept, has writ-
ten about how major donors like the Koch brothers have 
funneled millions into organizations that deny climate 
change and actively work to oppose climate legislation. 
He recently uncovered a massive network of secret politi-
cal spending aimed at funding climate change denial.

 A Drexel University study finds that there is an 
extensive network of organizations funding climate de-
nial, with 140 primarily conservative foundations making 
donations totaling $558 million to 91 organizations be-
tween 2003 and 2010. They find that 5 percent of those 
donations, or $26.3 million, came from Koch-affiliated or-
ganizations. Big fossil fuel companies have spent millions 
funding climate denial groups, including money to sup-
port Willie Soon, a discredited researcher who inflated his 
credentials and denied climate change (Soon also received 
money from the Koch Brothers).
 In 2009, the year the American Clean Energy and 
Security Act (ACES, also called Waxman-Markey af-
ter its Democratic co-authors, Reps. Henry Waxman and 
Edward Markey) was debated, OpenSecrets reported that 
while pro-environmental groups spent $22.4 million on 
489 lobbyists in favor of the bill, the oil and gas industry 
spent a whopping $175 million and hired 820 lobbyists to 
defeat it.
 As University of Massachusetts-Amherst political 
scientist Brian Schaffner and I have shown, Republican 

donors overwhelmingly op-
pose action on climate change, 
while non-donors on the right 
are more supportive. But the 
problem is even deeper. Non-
donors (of any party) are more 
supportive of Waxman-Mar-
key than donors, and big do-
nors (those giving more than 
$1,000) are the least support-
ive. Among big GOP donors, 
only 8 percent were supportive 
of Waxman-Markey. If politi-
cians responded to voters, rath-
er than donors, there would be 
more support for pro-climate 
policies. 
 In their extensive sur-
vey of the opinions of wealthy 
Americans published in 2013, 
Benjamin Page, Larry Bartels 
and Jason Seawright found 
that climate change ranked 
dead last among issues threat-
ening the U.S., behind “loss of 
traditional values,” “trade defi-
cits” and “inflation.” While the 
wealthy in their study gener-
ally favored reducing spending 

on the environment, the public strongly favored increasing 
spending. The authors also found that within their sample, 
the wealthiest respondents were least likely to support 
regulating the economy. When asked about whether the 
oil industry needed more regulations, the wealthy were 
modestly in favor of more regulation (5 points net), while 
the general public was overwhelmingly favorable of more 
regulations (50 points net).
shifting the agenda

c l i m a t e

one of the most 
successful 

campaigns by the big 
money climate 
change denialists 
has been to pressure 
the gop into 
increasingly 
extremestances. 

– Sean McElwee   
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 One of the most successful campaigns by the big 
money climate change denialists has been to pressure the 
GOP into increasingly extreme stances. Mayer writes that, 
“[President George W.] Bush had vowed during the cam-
paign to act on climate change by limiting greenhouse 
gas emissions, but once in office [Vice President Dick] 
Cheney countermanded him.” Instead of reining in green-
house gas emissions, Cheney pushed for the 2005 energy 
bill, which included massive subsidies and tax breaks for 
dirty energy. The Kochs, belying their libertarian views, 
cashed in huge on the subsidies and lavish government 
contracts. Bush and Cheney also worked to undermine the 
Safe Drinking Water Act and the Clean Air Act. 
 As recently as 2008, Republican presidential 
nominee Sen. John McCain accepted the science behind cli-
mate change and pushed for action. Now that his close ally 
Sen. Lindsey Graham has dropped out of the presidential 
race after receiving negligible support, it is certain that the 
eventual GOP nominee will be a climate change denier.
 One reason for this shift is that the Koch-backed 
group Americans For Prosperity has encouraged members 
of Congress to sign a “No Climate Tax Pledge,” commit-
ting them to opposing “any legislation relating to climate 
change that includes a net increase in government reve-
nue.” In the 111th Congress (2009-2010), 46 percent of 
House GOP members and 26 percent of GOP Senators had 
signed the pledge. By the 113th Congress (2013-2014), 
a whopping 61 percent of House GOP members and 56 
percent of GOP Senators had signed it.
 But Harvard University political scientists Theda 
Skocpol and Alexander Hertel-Fernandez have shown that 
the constituents of these “No Climate Tax” pledge sign-

ers aren’t on board with this approach. As they note, 73 
percent of the residents of their districts support action to 
regulate climate change.
 GOP legislators who stray from the denialism dog-
ma can find themselves under attack from Koch-backed 
groups. Consider Graham: When he began working with 
then-Democratic Sens. John Kerry and Joe Lieberman to 
co-sponsor a Senate version of ACES, the Koch network 
immediately went into action. American Solutions, a po-
litical group formed by former Republican House Speaker 
Newt Gingrich with ties to the coal industry, supported by 
key donors in the Koch network, attacked Graham for his 
support of the “gas tax.” Graham soon backed down. 
beyond politics
 The actions of donors like the Koch brothers 
and their vast network go beyond politics. In 2010, Da-
vid Koch funded an exhibit at the Smithsonian Institution 
that predicted humans would evolve to adapt to climate 
change. Mayer reports that the Commonwealth Founda-
tion For Public Policy Alternatives, a Pennsylvania think 
tank funded by secret money but likely tied to conserva-
tive publisher and Koch ally Richard Mellon Scaife, who 
died in 2014, “waged a war” to get a prominent climate 
scientist fired “and successfully lobbied Republican al-
lies in the legislature to threaten to withhold Penn State’s 
funding” until they sanctioned the professor. This is just 
one example of the Koch brothers’ long-held strategy of 
taking over universities to win the war of ideas.
 The Kochs and other groups have waged an exten-
sive denial war modeled after the tobacco industry’s ear-
lier campaigns against regulation. The aim is to discredit 

c l i m a t e

publisher of AMASS magazine
releases A People’s Manifesto
2015-05-13  www.everythinglongbeach.com/publisher-of-amass-
magazine-releases-a-peoples-manifesto/
 
 A People’s Manifesto, by John O’Kane, editor and pub-
lisher of AMASS Magazine, is a new book just published by 
SPD Books. It focuses on the opinions and perspectives of the 
people, ordinary citizens, non-experts, outsiders, those without 
influence, about the state of American society over the past sev-
eral years, especially since the Great Recession of 2008. More 
specifically, the author engages in a series of conversations with 
a diverse number of people from varying backgrounds on the 
issues: the economy and jobs, political polarization, campaign 
reform, the elite domination of political life, the Tea Party phe-
nomenon, inequality, immigration, austerity and the ongoing 
budget crises, and foreclosures, among others.

 The book is 200 pages long, and priced at $24.95. It can 
be purchased at all fine bookstores, as well as online at Amazon 
and other sites.
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c l i m a t e
science. As a leaked memo by conservative pollster Frank 
Luntz advises, “Voters believe that there is no consensus 
about global warming within the scientific community. 
Should the public come to believe that the scientific issues 
are settled, their views about global warming will change 
accordingly. Therefore, you need to continue to make the 
lack of scientific certainty a primary issue in the debate.”
 The result of the denial war has been that since 
1992, gaps on environmental policy between Republicans 
and Democrats have opened faster than on any other is-
sue. Asked whether they agreed with the statement “There 
needs to be stricter laws and regulations to protect the en-
vironment” in 1992, 93 percent of Democrats and 86 per-
cent of Republicans agreed. In 2012, the percentage for 
Democrats was unchanged, but only 47 percent of Repub-
licans agreed.
 Similarly, Gallup data suggest that the share of 
Americans who accept the science of climate change 
steadily increased from 48 percent in 1998 up to 61 per-
cent in 2008, but then dramatically fell, reaching a low of 
49 percent in 2011, at the height of the denial campaign.
 The overwhelming influence of the Koch brothers 
and their allies has shifted climate change from a biparti-
san priority to a political non-starter. However, many elite 
pundits have still failed to recognize this. A recent piece 
by New York Magazine columnist Jonathan Chait entitled 
“Why Are Republicans the Only Climate-Science-Deny-
ing Party in the World?” doesn’t include a single reference 
to powerful moneyed interests. Instead, Chait has spent 
more time bashing the Keystone XL pipeline protestors.
 Climate justice is an existential problem for the 
entire human race. But it’s also yet another example of 
how the will of the American people is being overridden 
by a small group of powerful interests.
Sean McElwee is a research associate at Demos.
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congRess taps 
the fed foR 

InfRastRuctuRe 
fundIng

e l l e n  B r o w n 
n a landmark infrastructure bill passed in December, 
Congress finally penetrated the Fed’s “independence” 
by tapping its reserves and bank dividends for infra-
structure funding. 

 The bill was a start. But some experts, including 
Congressional candidate Tim 
Canova, say Congress should 
go further and authorize funds 
to be issued for infrastructure 
directly. 
 For at least a decade 
think tanks, commissions 
and other stakeholders have 
fought to get Congress to ad-
dress the staggering backlog 
of maintenance, upkeep and 
improvements required to 
bring the nation’s infrastruc-
ture into the 21st century. 
Countries with less in the way 
of assets have overtaken the 
US in innovation and efficien-
cy, while our dysfunctional 
Congress has battled endless-
ly over the fiscal cliff, tax re-
form, entitlement reform, and 
deficit reduction.
 Both houses and 
both political parties agree 
that something must be done, 
but they have been unable to 
agree on where to find the 
funds. Republicans aren’t 
willing to raise taxes on the 
rich, and Democrats aren’t 
willing to cut social services 
for the poor.
 In December 2015, however, a compromise was 
finally reached. On December 4, the last day the Depart-
ment of Transportation was authorized to cut checks for 
highway and transit projects, President Obama signed a 
1,300-page $305-billion transportation infrastructure bill 
that renewed existing highway and transit programs. Ac-
cording to America’s civil engineers, the sum was not near-
ly enough for all the work that needs to be done. But the 
bill was nevertheless considered a landmark achievement, 
because Congress has not been able to agree on how to 
fund a long-term highway and transit bill since 2005.

 That was one of its landmark achievements. Less 
publicized was where Congress would get the money: 
largely from the Federal Reserve and Wall Street mega-
banks. The deal was summarized in a December 1st Bloom-
berg article titled “Highway Bill Compromise Would Take 
Money from US Banks:”
 “The highway measure would be financed in part 
by a one-time use of Federal Reserve surplus funds and by 
a reduction in the 6 percent dividend that national banks 
receive from the Fed…Banks with $10 billion or less in 
assets would be exempt from the cut. The Fed’s surplus 
capital comes from the 12 reserve banks. The highway bill 
would allow for a one-time draw of $19 billion from the 
surplus, which totaled $29.3 billion as of Nov. 25…”
 Banks vigorously fought the dividend cut, which 
was estimated to generate about $17 billion over 10 years 

for the highway trust fund.
   According to Zachary 
Warmbrodt, writing in Po-
litico in November, the Fed 
registered “strong concerns 
about using the resources 
of the Federal Reserve to 
finance fiscal spending.” 
But former Federal Reserve 
Chairman Ben Bernanke, 
who is now at the Brook-
ings Institute, acknowledged 
in a blog post that the Fed 
could operate with little or 
no capital. His objection was 
that it is “not good optics or 
good precedent” to raid an 
independent central bank. It 
doesn’t look good.
    Rep. Peter DeFazio 
(D-Oregon), ranking mem-
ber on the House Transpor-
tation Committee, retorted, 
“For the Federal Reserve to 
be saying this impinges upon 
their integrity, etc., etc. — 
you know, it’s absurd. This 
is a body that creates money 
out of nothing.”
     DeFazio also said, “If 
the Fed can bail out the banks 
and give them preferred in-

terest rates, they can do something for the greater economy 
and for average Americans. So it was their time to help out 
a little bit.”
an idea Whose time has come
 It may be their time indeed. For over a century, 
populists and money reformers have petitioned Congress 
to solve its funding problems by exercising the sovereign 
power of government to issue money directly, through ei-
ther the Federal Reserve or the Treasury.
 In the 1860s, Abraham Lincoln issued debt-free 

p u b l i c  b a N k i N g

for over a century, 
populists and 

money reformers 
have petitioned congress 
to solve its funding 
problems by exercising 

the sovereign power of 
government to

issue money 
directly, through 

either the federal Reserve 
or the treasury. 

– Ellen Brown      

 I
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Euro zone: Using Money Creation to Stimulate the Real 
Economy,” Frank van Lerven expanded on this research, 
writing:
 “For the Eurozone, statistical analysis of income 
and consumption patterns suggests that €100 billion of 
newly created money distributed to citizens would lead to 
an increase in GDP of around €232 billion. Using IMF fis-
cal multipliers, our empirical analysis further suggests that 
using the money to fund a €100 billion increase in public 
investment would reduce unemployment by approximately 
one million, and could be between 2.5 to 12 times more ef-
fective at stimulating GDP than current QE.”
The Hyperinflation Myth
 The invariable objection to exercising the govern-
ment’s sovereign money-creating power is that it would 
lead to hyperinflation, but these figures belie that assump-
tion. If adding €100 billion for infrastructure increases 
GDP by €232 billion, prices should actually go down rath-
er than up, since the supply of goods and services (GDP) 
would have increased more than twice as fast as demand 
(money). Conventional theory says that prices go up when 
too much money is chasing too few goods, and in this case 
the reverse would be true.
 In a November 2015 editorial, the Washington 
Post ad monished Congress for blurring the line between 
fiscal and monetary policy, warning that “Many a banana 
republic…has come to grief using its central bank to facili-
tate government deficit spending.” 
 But according to Prof. Michael Hudson, who has 
studied hyperinflations extensively, that is not why banana 
republics have gotten into trouble for “printing money.” He 
observes:
 “The reality is that nearly all hyperinflations stem 
from a collapse of foreign exchange as a result of having 
to pay debt service. That was what caused Germany’s hy-
perinflation in the 1920s, not domestic German spending. 
It is what caused the Argentinean and other Latin Ameri-
can hyperinflations in the 1980s, and Chile’s hyperinflation 
earlier.”
promising possibilities
 Any encroachment on the Fed’s turf is viewed by 
Wall Street and the mainstream media with alarm. But to 
people struggling with mounting bills and crumbling in-
frastructure, the development has promising potential. The 
portal to the central bank’s stream of riches has been forced 
open, if just a crack. The trickle could one day become a 
flow, a mighty river of liquidity powering the engines of 
productivity of a vibrant economy.
 For that to happen, however, we need an enlight-
ened citizenry and congressional leaders willing to take up 
the charge; and that is what makes Prof. Tim Canova’s run 
for Congress an exciting development.

Ellen Brown is an attorney, founder of the Public Banking Institute, and 
author of the best-selling Web of Debt. Her latest book, The Public Bank 
Solution, explores successful public banking models historically and 
globally. EllenBrown.com. 
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US Notes or “greenbacks” to finance much of the Civil 
War, as well as the transcontinental railroad and the land-
grant college system. In the 1890s, populists attempted 
unsuccessfully to revive this form of infrastructure fund-
ing. In the Great Depression, Congress authorized the issu-
ance of several billion dollars of US Notes in the Thomas 
Amendment to the 1933 Agricultural Adjustment Act. In 
1999, Illinois Rep. Ray LaHood introduced the State and 
Local Government Economic Empowerment Act (H. R. 
1452), which would have authorized the US Treasury to 
issue interest-free loans of US Notes to state and local gov-
ernments for infrastructure investment.
 Law professor Timothy Canova plans to reintro-
duce this funding model if elected to represent Florida’s 
23rd Congressional district, where he is now running 
against the controversial Debbie Wasserman Schultz, cur-
rent chair of the Democratic National Convention. Prof. 
Canova wrote in a December 2012 article:
 “…Wall Street bankers and mainstream econo-
mists will argue that greenbacks and other such propos-
als would be inflationary, depreciate the dollar, tank the 
bond market, and bring an end to Western civilization. Yet, 
we’ve seen four years of the Federal Reserve—now on its 
third quantitative-easing program—experimenting with its 
own type of greenback program, creating new money out 
of thin air in the form of credits in Federal Reserve Notes 
to purchase trillions of dollars of bonds from big banks 
and hedge funds. While the value of the dollar has not col-
lapsed and the bond market remains strong, neither have 
those newly created trillions trickled down to Main Street 
and the struggling middle classes. The most significant ef-
fect of the Fed’s programs has been to prop up banks, bond 
prices, and the stock market, with hardly any benefit to 
Main Street.”
 In a January 2015 op-ed in the UK Guardian titled 
“European Central Bank’s QE Is a Missed Opportunity.” 
Tony Pugh concurred, stating of the US and European QE 
programs:
 “Quantitative easing, as practised by the Bank of 
England and the US Federal Reserve, merely flooded the 
financial sector with money to the benefit of bondholders. 
This did not create a so-called wealth affect, with a trickle-
down to the real producing economy…If the EU were bold 
enough, it could fund infrastructure or renewables projects 
directly through the electronic creation of money, without 
having to borrow. Our government has that authority, but 
lacks the political will. The [Confederation of British In-
dustry] has calculated that every £1 of such expenditure 
would increase GDP by £2.80 through the money multi-
plier. The Bank of England’s QE programme of £375bn 
was a wasted opportunity.”
 According to IMF director Christine Lagarde, 
writing in The Economist in November 2015:
“IMF research shows that, in advanced economies, an in-
crease in investment spending worth one percentage point 
of GDP raises the overall level of output by about 0.4% in 
the same year and by 1.5% four years after the spending 
increase.” 
 In a December 2015 paper titled “Recovery in the 
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long beach 
housIng 

habItabIlIty
S pa r k y  B a l d w i n

f you attended Long Beach Mayor Robert Garcia’s 
State of the City Address in January, you witnessed the 
usual pomp and pronouncements associated with such 
events: glittering and historic accomplishments clearly 

overshadowing challenges, and practical plans for affordable 
housing and the clean up of long-neglected infrastructure, 
including blighted alleys snak-
ing through most of the city’s 
neighborhoods. One very obvi-
ous gap in the mayor’s vision 
was a meaningful enforcement 
of state and city health regula-
tions to protect rental occupants 
from unsanitary and other sub-
standard conditions, as well as 
retaliation from landlords when 
issues are reported.
 Since the topic went 
unmentioned, you may think it 
unnecessary. After all, state law 
sets habitability standards and 
prohibits retaliation by land-
lords when tenants complain of 
such conditions. It says so in the 
state Department of Consumer 
Affairs guide to residential ten-
ants’ and landlords’ responsi-
bilities. In addition, Long Beach 
City Council members and city 
staff have repeatedly assured 
residents a workable code en-
forcement program is in place 
and property owners who vio-
late habitability standards are 
subject to fines. But if you ac-
cept that position, that would be 
an uninformed view. 
 The fact is for more 
than a year, housing organi-
zations and individuals have 
repeatedly presented vivid examples that clearly impeach 
official perceptions of the state of landlord-tenant relations 
in the city, and every time the City Council and staff have 
balked at any real reform, citing cost, status quo adequacy, or 
proposing diluted and still one-sided plans. The latter, in the 
form of an ordinance, was passed in June 2015, and based 
almost solely on its fiscal restraint, in comparison to working 
and successful systems in other cities, such as Los Angeles 
and Baltimore. But the Long Beach ordinance, relating to a 

Proactive Rental Housing Inspection Program (PRHIP) – not 
a program enforcing habitability – has since been estimated 
to cost nearly five times current city expenditures on hous-
ing inspection, and dwarfs the costs of an enforcement pro-
gram similar to LA that local housing advocates had sought, 
according to an internal city memo from Patrick West, City 
Manager.
 An important question to ask here is why does Long 
Beach approach habitability as a citywide inspection pro-
gram rather than focusing on occupant complaints and en-
forcing city and state health and sanitary codes? 
 One explanation comes from an administrative 
judge who referred to Long Beach during an eviction pro-
ceeding as the “Wild, Wild West,” then shrugged his shoul-
ders and ruled for the plaintiff. This isn’t new. That was 2010, 
according to Superior Court records. 

 In addition, these renters’ 
travails have been well docu-
mented in Long Beach print me-
dia, and the Los Angeles Times.  
So, with an issue so clearly on 
the public mind, and well docu-
mented in the press, why did the 
mayor avoid its mention, and 
why does the city council and 
city staff seemingly continue to 
cast habitability enforcement as 
a financial boondoggle, when 
the safety and sanitation of a 
community has been a govern-
ment imperative since before 
Rome? 
 The City of Long Beach 
has no rent control, or even a 
tenant-landlord ordinance, and 
evidenced by the experiences of 
renters reported here also does 
not seem to enforce state hab-
itability and sanitation codes 
short of litigation.
 So, what I hope to show 
by revisiting council proceed-
ings, news accounts, internal 
city documents, and citizens’ 
real world experiences, is de-
spite official pronouncements, 
reports, comparisons and alter-
natives, this council and mayor 
may be disinclined to enforce 
state habitability codes. After 

all, approximately 25% of Long Beach residents live in pov-
erty, according to U.S. Census figures, and just over 50% of 
the city’s housing is rental property, making it likely those 
who live in poverty also occupy rental property. Unfortunate-
ly and cynically, persons living at or near poverty generally 
don’t financially support young, ambitious elected officials 
on their climb up the political ladder to higher office. How-
ever, owners of rental properties do.
 But enough of this conjecture, let’s review some of 

the fact is for more
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– Sparky Baldwin  
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the citizen clamor about housing habitability over the past 
year, along with some real world experiences by tenants that 
are documented (or should be) both by city Code Enforce-
ment and the Superior Court for the County of Los Angeles.

 In January 2015, more than 70 rental occupants 
and staff from Housing Long Beach, a non-profit advoca-
cy group, approached the City Council to promote a Rent 
Escrow Account Program (REAP), to address serious unin-
habitable housing conditions in particular areas of the city, 
as reported by lbpost.com. A REAP program allows renters 
to place their rent in an Escrow account until a landlord ad-
dresses uninhabitable conditions. What’s interesting, espe-
cially in light of the City Council’s refusal to adopt the plan, 
is the right to withhold rent for uninhabitable conditions that 
is already memorialized in Green v. Superior Court, a 1974 
case that recognized an implied warranty of habitability in 
all residential lease and rental agreements. Renters can and 
should withhold rent if their landlords do not address unin-
habitable issues within a reasonable time, and courts should 
side with them. 
 Under California Civil Code, Section 1941.1, a rent-
al unit may be considered uninhabitable if it has inadequate 
sanitation or a nuisance that endangers the health or welfare 
of the occupants, or the public. These include non-working 
plumbing, unsanitary surrounds and rodents, and even inad-
equate trash receptacles. 
 So what is considered a reasonable response time for 
landlords to address uninhabitable conditions? Such condi-
tions should be addressed within 30 days or less, depending 
on circumstances, according to a Department of Consumer 
Affairs publication on housing rights.
 At council meetings throughout last year complaints 
by rental occupants ranged from a broken sewer pipe that 
when police visited the location led them to suspect a dead 
body was lying beneath the apartment, to others where resi-
dents have had to use buckets in the bathroom, or live with 
rodents for months on end, as the lbpost.com reported and 
council minutes show. 
 One renter indicated whenever he discussed these 
issues with his landlord, the answer was always the same: 
“You don’t like it? Move.” 
 In a completely unrelated moment at a different lo-

cation, and approximately a year later, this writer was told a 
very similar story from a neighbor in the apartment build-
ing in which he recently moved. A tenant of long duration, 
who requested anonymity for fear of reprisals, complained 
of a collapsing ceiling in the bathroom, and years of pay-
ing utility costs for several apartments in the building due 
to incorrect wiring. After going to court, a judge granted the 
couple a rent freeze and ordered the wiring repaired because 
a major utility refused to grant them a refund. However, after 
multiple sales of the building in recent years, they have been 
required each time to negotiate with new owners to enforce 
the court order. 
 One of the official responses to such concerns last 
year came from Angela Reynolds, Deputy Director of Neigh-
borhood Services, who said practices are in place to keep 
buildings up to code and protect the people inhabiting them. 
She added the program has been in place for 20 years and 
has a compliance record of 90% within 120 days from when 
a tenant reports a violation.
 Further, she said, when a violation is found an ad-
ministrative citation of $100 is issued. If the problem is 
unresolved at the end of 30 days, a $200 citation is issued, 
followed by a $500 citation every month afterward until the 
case is turned over to the city prosecutor for criminal action.
 However, evidence presented here will show at least 
one case that persisted for more than 10 months (300 days), 
and the associated rodent problem was only addressed after 
the tenant refused to pay rent. A Code Enforcement inspector, 
Craig Wong, visited the premises more than a dozen times 
over the same period, and no fines were ever levied against 
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the property owner. When asked why no fines had been as-
sessed, Wong said, the property owner was “making prog-
ress. We’re not going to fine an owner making progress.” The 
tenant ultimately received an eviction notice, went to court, 
was relieved of six months back rent, received a positive 
rental reference, but agreed to relinquish a $1,450 security 
deposit, and to vacate the apartment. This is an example of 
needless litigation, in that enforcing a habitability ordinance 
would have required the landlord to address the problem in a 
reasonable amount of time, and without a retaliatory eviction.
 In addition, an important point here is Wong’s re-
marks are starkly in conflict with Reynolds’s assurances. 
Reynolds, by the way, has since retired. Still, her remarks are 
but one of a number of pronouncements proved to be inac-
curate or potentially misleading and delivered by either City 
Council or city staff to justify an apparent refusal to propose 
an ordinance to require landlords to offer rental units deemed 
suitable under habitability standards required by state law.
 Lena Gonzalez, councilwoman for District 1, has 
admitted, “as a field deputy (for then-councilman Robert 
Garcia), I was always getting these complaints but I never 
really understood them fully until I saw for myself.” She 
added: “These places, you’d think they were in Third World 
countries but they’re here in Long Beach, and people are suf-
fering from them every single day.” 
 However, such compelling commentary has done 
little to motivate meaningful City Council action. 
 Third District Councilwoman Suzie Price, also an
Orange County prosecutor, has repeatedly cited cost as the 

reason more can’t be done to protect tenants, and again we 
ask why doesn’t the city simply enforce state law and if an 
owner or property is out of compliance, levy realistic and 
deterring fines? 
 Isabel Pena (not her real last name) moved into a 
Magnolia Avenue apartment at about the same time the City 
Council was deliberating its inspection program. Within 
one week, her sinks were backed up and next-door neigh-
bors complained that when she used her garbage disposal it 
sprayed water into their kitchen. Tenants below her reported 
when she used her bathroom sink their light fixtures filled 
with water. In addition, the dishwasher was inoperable, even 
though it was listed as an amenity in the $1295 per month 
apartment. When she notified the property manager, Entou-
rage Property Management, she was instructed not to use 
the plumbing, necessitating eating out at restaurants for two 
weeks because she couldn’t cook or wash dishes. When the 
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management company addressed the plumbing issue, they 
tore a hole in the wall and left it open for more than a week, 
introducing rodents into the apartment.
 Despite more than two-dozen contacts with En-
tourage Property Management, and multiple visits by an 
exterminator, and half a dozen visits by city Code Enforce-
ment, the rodent issue persisted for more than 10 months, 
Pena said. After filling every trap left by the exterminator, 
some three dozen, Pena and her partner notified Entourage 
Property Management they were withholding rent until the 
rodent issue was resolved. And, even though the couple has 
records of multiple phone calls, texts, and emails informing 
Entourage Property Management of the rodent issue over a 
10-month period, the company responded last August they 
were unaware of the problem. They were told they did not 
have to pay rent until it was resolved.
 In fact, Entourage Property Management even of-
fered to pay to move them, and asked for an itemized budget. 
When the budget was supplied, however, the company re-
neged on its offer, and began eviction proceedings, Pena said.
 At the eviction proceeding, Entourage’s attorney of-
fered to clear back rent, provide a positive rental recommen-
dation, seal the eviction record and allow the couple 45 days 
to vacate the apartment. They agreed.
 However, even though they complied with the Stip-
ulated Court Order in advance of the February 1st deadline, 
Entourage Property Management posted an eviction notice 
on the front gate of the property a week in advance that, Pena 
said, didn’t seem right. 
 “At no time did we do anything wrong,” she added. 
“We played by all the rules. It was the property management 
company that didn’t!”

Sparky Baldwin is the pseudonym of a longtime investigative journalist 
whose career spans nearly four decades in five Western states.
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mIndfIeld 
J o H n  o ’ k a n e

e rushes out the side door of the Viper Room 
driven by a backdraft of AC/DC decibels, clasp-
ing his head and wondering why she never 
showed. He can’t wait another minute here. She 

sounded positive earlier, but maybe he misread her tone 
and she didn’t want to be the bearer of bad news. He hadn’t 
known her long. His Marine buddy he’d served with turned 
him onto her, claiming she helped him transition back to 
civvy life by giving him a soul. 
 “A soul! What do you…you mean you got more 
spiritual, closer to god?” “Well, not exactly…I get this 
peaceful warm feeling and…it’s like there’s someone 
guiding me…taking care of me, making sure I do the right 
things.”
 “Like a voice in your head?”
 “Usually more like 
a…blurry picture that whis-
pers…can’t always make out 
the words but the way she says 
them and…the tone and…”
 He respected his opin-
ions since they went through 
similar military experiences 
and he always seemed to know 
what’s what. So far he hasn’t 
found a soul. After her treat-
ments he does feel like he has a 
guardian angel protecting him 
from bad thoughts and making 
him immune to bad decisions. 
But it’s time for another ses-
sion.  
 He settles for a beer 
from the partial six-pack on the 
front seat as he creeps down 
4th Street, dialing her on his 
cell as he chugs it. The edgy 
expectation of a response dis-
perses in the low clouds seep-
ing through the open sunroof 
and spreads through the space 
like a humid elixir he can virtu-
ally taste. He turns on the radio 
to a raucous decibel level and 
scrambles the dial, the signal locking on a station that’s 
babbling away about the nicknames women have for their 
boobs, the cackle of call-ins nearly too much for him to 
bear. Perplexing thoughts mix with the low clouds and blur 
his vision. He slows down and pulls over to the curb ten 
feet or so from where a gaggle of street waifs are gathered 
and chanting something. The sound soothes for the mo-
ment. 
 He chugs another beer and creeps back into the 
flow of traffic, redialing her with the same result. The alco-

hol has no effect. The radio babbles on, selling some pana-
cea for mysterious maladies. He scrambles the dial again 
and the electronic gods deliver the local news. Before he 
can re-scramble it a report comes on about some local 
atrocity and he pulls over to the curb near Cherry across 
the street from a mini-mall. Inhaling his final beer, he turns 
up the volume after a few minutes and cringes at the mor-
bid details, doubling over in pain. He opens the window to 
retch. 
 When he raises his head, he sees the familiar yel-
low tape billowing against the perfunctory movements of 
two police officers before they get into their car and enter 
a side street. The remaining retinue of crisis players soon 
follows, scattering the crowd and sending it off to pursue 
other phantasms. His cell lights up and the scene vanishes. 
“Hey, where you been?” he starts in. “Been calling and 
calling!” His eyes are glued to the scene as if he might still 
spot flashes. 
  “Had a client who was losing it and had to do some 
scrambling with remedies…left the cell in my car.” The 

tone of her voice is casual but 
commiserating. 
 “I…was down at the bar 
and…you said…” He puts the 
phone down on the seat while 
observing a young, Middle 
Eastern male emerge from the 
liquor store in the middle of the 
mall and peer at the dwindling 
looky-loos. 
 “You there…still there?” 
Her voice, which he can hear 
clearly in the car’s relative 
quiet, seems to vibrate the 
stranded phone and expand its 
volume, turning it into an alien 
object from which he recoils. 
The Middle Eastern male, who’s 
now wearing a military uniform 
and armed with an assault rifle, 
pans the street like he’s expect-
ing someone and crouches, fix-
ing his gaze in the direction of 
his car. He ducks down, his right 
shoulder grazing the floor on 
the passenger’s side, then peeks 
above the dash while touching 
the cell to his ear. 
 “Hello…hello!”

 “Yeah, I’m here,” he says. “Pulled over to the curb 
for a few minutes to…”
 “…to what…why did you pull over? Where are 
you?”
 “Not sure. Thought I recognized…someone might 
be after me!”
 “Who? Where are you?”
 “Near Cherry I think…at 4th…not sure.”
 “What do you see around there?”
 “It’s pretty dark and…just a minute.” He lays his 
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hand on the seat, loosely cradling the cell while observing 
the Middle Eastern male cautiously backstepping into the 
store. He opens the car door and springs out, nearly getting 
clipped by a passing pickup. Unfazed, he vaults across the 
street between two cars going in the opposite direction and 
comes to rest on the sidewalk behind the recycle bin for 
cover, wiping the sweat from his brow. He peers out cau-
tiously at the store’s façade. A wayward cluster of motor-
cyclists revs around the corner from Cherry, throttling his 
nerves but also curiously re-energizing him. He leaves his 
perch and leopard-crawls to the front door… 
    
 He exits the elevator of the Gotham Building and 
heads toward the penthouse condo, eager for this week’s 
session. He always leaves her place feeling that he’s gotten 
the inspiration and energy to cope with his nightmares in 
the following days, and even master them. Plus, this week 
she promised to have a surprise for him, some new therapy 
she feels will finally get rid of them once and for all and al-
low him to rejoin the world of normal citizens--he can’t re-
ally remember what that means. As he tries to imagine hav-
ing to make it on his own without her help he sees a dark 
tunnel with light streaming through it, which is what the 
hallway looks like that he now finds himself in. It doesn’t 
seem the same as before. Perhaps not all the ceiling lights 
are working. He notices a narrow strip of light streaming 
across the floor and approaches it, realizing now that it’s 
coming from her slightly ajar door. Since he usually has 

to ring her buzzer, he’s apprehensive as he widens the gap 
between the door and the frame and peeks inside. Seeing 
no one, he crosses the threshold and taps the wall with his 
knuckles as she touches his shoulder from behind. 
 “Breaking into my place, huh! Come on in…had 
to slip a note under a neighbor’s door. Everything’s ready. 
Have a seat by the window.” 
 “Not putting me on the couch this time?” he asks 
as she guides him to the soft leather recliner. He notices 
that the furniture has been rearranged and the pictures re-
moved from the far wall. 
 “We’ve done enough of the talking couch cure…
you need to sit up erect and alert. We need to find a way 
for you to access memories you haven’t been aware of that 
are causing you pain…then we can get rid of them once 
and for all and you can begin to build a series of new ones, 
along with more positive thoughts and feelings.”
 “Sure,” he says, “whatever you say. I still have 
nightmares but…sometimes in the day I get these urges 
that I can’t get rid of.”
 “When you’re awake? What happens?”
 “If I have a disagreement with someone…and I 
seem to be having more and more of them these days…
something forces me to make it an argument, a vocal one 
where I have to finish it and win absolutely and it doesn’t 
matter how. I’m afraid that…”
 “…that you’ll get violent and…”
 “…do something I don’t want to…I don’t really 
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have any enemies so I…I’ve been staying away from peo-
ple, especially crowds.”
 “We touched on this a bit last time. Someone like 
you who came out of a war experience and saw action…
this is common. Now we need to do something about it. 
Have you ever been hypnotized?”
 “No…not that I…”
 “…not even overseas?...before you left duty or 
while you were recuperating from the incidents? It wasn’t 
part of your therapy?”
 “Not that I…”
 “…do you remember talking to any doctors then 
about how hypnosis could help you recover?”
 “No, don’t remember any conversations about it.”
 “There are several types and…the military some-
times does it without telling you. I’ve even seen cases 
where returning vets have been accidentally hypnotized by 
their war experiences.”
 “I was told that you can’t be if you don’t want to 
be.”
 “Some aren’t aware that they want to be. They 
don’t have complete rational control over their desires un-
der the best of circumstances. They secretly desire the eu-
phoria of giving up to the demands of forces outside them-
selves. The ideal is to learn how to successfully hypnotize 
yourself when you want to. Some say that all hypnosis is 
self-hypnosis, but I wouldn’t…”
 “…I’m…I don’t want to be…maybe later. Just 
need a little support now to make more progress.”
 “We’ll see how this works.” She steps to the bar 
that separates the kitchen from the living room and re-
trieves a glass containing a pale green liquid. “Here’s some 
nourishment.” 
 “The usual?” he asks, giving it a taste. His expres-
sion suggests it isn’t. 
 “Yes…more or less. It’s herb tea.” 
He looks at the liquid, not recognizing the color, stares at 
her for a few moments and then at the ceiling before taking 
another sip. He tries to match her upbeat tone, but this new 
routine upsets his rhythm. He also tries to absorb her words 
but they seem out of sequence and he can’t put them into 
one that makes sense. 
 “What you see and say is important. We have to 
activate your ability to take charge and master your situa-
tion.”
 He’s looking at her now from a different angle, 
seeing a different person. She’s scrapped the shrink’s uni 
for an olive drab camouflage blouse and faded Levis. Her 
hair is matronly chic, pulled back and piled on top. She’s 
wearing no makeup. Her eyes are hidden in the dimness 
of the room, but a nervous stream of light from the nearest 
window provides a fleeting glimpse of them, suggesting a 
deeper mystery. The tone of her voice lacks its earlier dry 
matter-of-factness; it now evokes a sense of untold promise. 
 His face begins to feel prickly and he takes another 
sip. “I can’t see very…much.”
 “You will. Relax!”
Music begins to filter through the room as pictures flash on 
the newly blank far wall. The accompanying soundtrack 

is a mash-up of various military marches, faint and sooth-
ing at first but growing louder as the pictures change more 
rapidly. At first they keep repeating: parents smiling while 
their children frolic in front of a middle class home in 
the burbs with the American flag prominently displayed; 
a school playground where teenage kids of diverse back-
grounds and ethnicities interact in harmony; an industrial 
workplace with employees and managers amiably coop-
erating to complete a project; a ranch with modern-day 
farmer-cowboys plowing the fields in communal bliss…
 Eyes glued to the screen, his lips trace a pout that 
morphs into a faint smile and then a grin. 
 “What are you doing? What is all this…nice pic-
tures? I remember that one song from training camp…it all 
makes me think about back home and…” He swoons into 
a look of inscrutable gaiety that she’s closely monitoring to 
make sure the pictures change at the right time so the de-
sired effect won’t be lost. She figures she has about seven 
more minutes to make the shift. 
 “That’s what they’re supposed to do. Finish your 
drink. I can get you another one…want you to be as re-
laxed as possible.” 
 “I’ve never tasted anything like this.” He takes a 
big swallow and lays his head back in pained ecstasy, ig-
noring the pictures now and leering at the portrait of R.D. 
Laing on the side wall, wondering who it might be. She 
squints and urges his concentration back to the pictures 
with her body language, fearful that once they no longer 
hold his attention the experiment will go awry and produce 
unexpected results, even regress him to unknown regions. 
He recovers from his respite and turns again toward the far 
wall. 
 “It’s a concoction I thought you’d like…I recall 
the last time you were here.”
 Her words now come to him like infrared amoebae 
strung out on a cloudy sky. He takes another sip and smells 
a delectable, tangy-sweet substance that seems to emanate 
from her body. He presses his hands firmly against the sides 
of the chair as if to verify his existence and leans back. 
 “The last time I felt embarrassed…now I…” He 
places his hands on his cheeks but can barely feel them, 
then looks at his hands as if they’re the source of the prob-
lem. 
 “We’re going beyond that here…you want to feel 
that any thoughts or feelings can be expressed and this is 
good…when they’re out you’ll feel better, like they’ve 
been cleansed of all their toxic tendencies, and then you’ll 
start to remember better and cultivate and preserve posi-
tive associations that will pile up and give you the armor 
to protect yourself from violent urges. It’s similar to self-
hypnosis…you can learn to do this yourself when threats 
come.” She channels his incredulous, phasing orbs and 
pulls away from him, swiveling toward the wall while ges-
turing with her hands for him to follow suit. “These pic-
tures and sounds make you feel good, right?” Both are still 
looping. 
 “I feel them…my hands are softer. What’s that 
smell? Good…yes, it’s good.” He looks at her and squints 
like he’s trying to remember something and suddenly finds 
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himself vibrating with confidence. “I see piles and piles of 
something I want to touch but they’re in the distance. I feel at 
peace. What did you do to yourself? Your face is glowing.”
 “Hold onto that. Keep looking at the wall and lis-
tening to the sounds. You’re starting to see better…differ-
ently.” She steps into the kitchen and returns holding a shot 
glass filled with a reddish liquid. “Here, drink this. It will 
get you in the mood for the rest of the show.” As he sips 
around the edges of the glass and uneasily sniffs its con-
tents, she turns off the music and changes the picture show, 
taking a seat near the bar to observe him from the side. 
Finally, he throws back the shot, wondering why she has 
abandoned him as the wall recaptures his attention. 
 We see several soldiers in a jungle clearing from 
above beginning to disperse as the camera zooms in to 
capture their smeared, battle-ready faces, then pulls up to 
reveal a panoramic view of the area as they fan out into 
the brush. Next it zooms into a small village on the edge 
of this space where people are performing everyday ac-
tivities. Cut to a monk in the lotus position setting himself 
ablaze in a public square that dissolves into a large swatch 
of jungle being napalmed. This is quickly replaced with 
WWII newsreel battle footage of unspecified origin, fol-
lowed by media images of the My Lai massacre. 
 His face is peaked and he appears to be gagging. 
Eyes bulging, he turns away from the horror. “Keep fo-
cused on the wall,” she commands. “It’s important.” He 
forces himself to stay fixated on the images. His nausea 
and mental strain seem to exchange signals in a recipro-
cal messaging of pain as the footage reveals helpless ci-
vilians being shot from a helicopter. She pivots to the bar 

and grabs the remote, flooding the room with music from 
Megadeth’s Killing Is My Business…and Business Is Good! 
underscoring images of a beheading in progress in a dark 
room where hooded figures surround the condemned man. 
The music reaches a screaming crescendo as the sequence 
continues toward the inevitable horrific climax. Suddenly, 
it’s replaced by a poster for the band’s latest CD that syncs 
with a mash-up of thrash metal instrumental riffs. After a 
few moments the poster disappears and the images return 
to the beginning and start all over. 
 She strides across the room and settles behind him, 
massaging his shoulders while making sure his eyes are 
focused on the wall…
   
 He looks inside but sees no one, only a space that’s 
unevenly lit as if the swarming lumens have randomly ex-
posed certain sections of garish junk food and drab jug 
wine while retreating from others, leaving black holes of 
refusal. Magazines are strewn along the floor near chalk 
sketches: American Hunter, Time, the National Enquirer, 
and others whose titles are obscured. He searches the ceil-
ing for evidence of damaged lights but can’t make it out 
clearly and blinks several times, wondering if he’s only ex-
periencing the effects of coming in from the dark. 
 He steps a few feet inside the door and takes cover 
at the end of the counter behind a large yellow Buddha, a 
pile of lotto tickets, and a stack of Bible Digests. Where are 
the people? Where’s the guy with the rifle? He suddenly 
flashes on the moment a short while ago when he came into 
the store for a six-pack followed by some sort of argument 
and lots of shouting. He struggles to remember more but 
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his concentration is interrupted by the sound of marching 
in the distance. Crouching, he backsteps through the door 
and looks around when he’s outside on the sidewalk but 
sees only a single vehicle parked in the corner of the mall’s 
lot and slips back into the building. 
 He reaches up to stroke the Buddha but feels a gas-
eous film and steps back. It looks exactly like it did before. 
His throat suddenly becomes very dry and he wants to grab 
a soda from the cooler but dares not move. He tries to relax, 
suppress his urges, but the prolonged silence morphs into 
a jingly static and then a cacophony of voices that speak to 
each other in a variety of accents.  
 The door to the storeroom opens and a shadow 
enters as the lights become dimmer. Seeing it’s the clerk 
through the narrow slit between the Buddha and the Bible 
Digests he freezes, then manages to belly-crawl away from 
the counter and down the aisle toward a black hole near 
the door, taking cover behind the cat litter. He gags as the 
smell of incense wafts through the room and stares bug-
eyed at the ceiling. 
 “Don’t shoot! You’re making a mistake. We don’t 
have to do this again!”
 A volley of shots barely misses his head, pulver-
izing the bags of nacho cheese chips and spraying him with 
shards of smoking plastic and corn. 
 “I had nothing against you that day…we coulda 
been friends!” Drenched in a nausea that prevents him 
from raising his head, he notices smashed pork rinds also 
scattered on the floor and flashes on the sight of squealing 
pigs lolling near a shack outside a remote village in the 
foothills. 
 A rustling sound disrupts his vision. The clerk is 

apparently maneuvering to find a more favorable angle. He 
readies himself for the next volley, unable to move.   
 “They’re the ones behind it all…forcing us to 
become enemies. We’re victims. What we’re doing is 
wrong…we have to stop!” He slowly lifts his head, as if 
his ability to get these ethical snippets out has pumped en-
ergy through his body and neutralized the nausea and strain 
as he tries to get a fix on where the clerk is by peeking 
through the slits between the powdered donuts and the few 
surviving bags of nachos. 
 He can’t see anyone from his limited vantage. 
Should he stand up for a better view? As he ponders this 
there’s another volley of shots. They miss him by several 
feet, hitting the adjacent row of merchandise and explod-
ing several large aerosol cans of roach spray whose odor 
oozes around him. The cocooning brings the nausea back, 
forcing him to creep down the aisle and secure better cover. 
As he moves, he glimpses the top of the clerk’s head above 
the counter. 
 “Let’s talk this…” 
 More cans of insecticide explode before he can get 
his message out and their toxic contents fall on him like 
a misty anal shower, forcing him to blink and sleeve his 
face. Was there another shot? He careens off the base of 
the shelving toward the back of the store on his haunches 
to escape the chemical storm and pivots into the black hole. 
If he concentrates hard enough maybe he can blend into the 
darkness--what a relief it would be to disappear. 
 The mist is finer now but still moistens his face. 
He notices it’s becoming harder to breathe and begins to 
feel that others are sharing this dark space with him. He 
can’t make out what the products are on the shelves, only 
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their vague outlines which trace unfamiliar objects that 
now begin to flicker and move as the space brightens and 
then fills with spirits of no particular ethnic identity. They 
float out of the space and spread throughout the store, a 
stream with no apparent end, making eye contact with him 
as they pass. Each has at least one identifiable wound and 
they all look familiar to him. He joins the stream, oblivious 
now to the need for cover, and faces the clerk directly for 
the first time, staring down the barrel of an assault rifle. 
Instinctively, he raises his hands in a gesture of surrender. 
 “Here’s our chance to be absolved of our sins…to 
be saved.” He opens his arms and looks around the store, 
wishing he could introduce the clerk to the spirits. The 
man’s steely, battle-tested eyes show that he can’t believe 
that this idiot expects a response from him. The pressure of 
his finger increases against the trigger. 
 A siren can be heard, growing louder. “Please, 
brother!” He rushes toward the counter, grabs a Bible Di-
gest, and waves it at the clerk. “Jesus loves you, brother!  
 There’s no need for violence.” 
The siren stops. Two policemen approach the building, 
guns drawn. One of them checks the door while the other 
looks through the window and sees the clerk from behind 
and a man at the counter waving something in his face. The 
officer steps to the side, his back against the wall, and shouts, 
“Drop your weapon and come out with your hands up.” 
 As the cops calculate their next move, they hear a 
female voice from several yards away. “Please, go easy on 
him, officers! As I mentioned when I called, he’s not a vio-
lent person. He’s working through some personal traumas 
and needs understanding. I gave him some medication. A 
few…” 
 Before she can finish the officers burst through the 
door, leaving her to the horror of exploding gunfire.

              The paramedics roll the gurney out the door into the 
parking lot as one of the officers questions the clerk and the 
other wraps the scene in crime tape. She approaches him.
 “What happened?” 
 “We’re getting the facts now.”
 “Is he okay? Can I talk to him?”
 “Okay…but be brief. He’s apparently not in very 
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 She runs over to the ambulance as they’re prepar-
ing to put him on board. “You okay? What happened? You 
stopped talking but you didn’t hang up your phone. How 
did you end up in this store?”
 He looks up at her as if he doesn’t quite understand 
what she said. She repeats the questions and his face glows 
like he’s in a state of rapture. She waves her hand in front 
of his face. 
 “Say something! What happened in there?”
  His rapturous expression seems to hollow out like 
his face is being invaded by some toxic virus that’s causing 
it to implode. 
 “I’m cured all right, Doc!” he whispers before los-
ing consciousness. His face becomes a mask void of ex-
pression. 
 “Is he going to be okay?” she asks the paramedic, 
who quickly reexamines him before whisking him into the 
ambulance. “He’s still got a strong pulse. Should know 
more in a few hours.”
 Relieved, she steps toward the officer and the 
clerk, a young, clean-cut male dressed in jeans and a black 
tee shirt, and listens. 
 “This guy brought a six-pack up to the counter and 
was mumbling something and…I asked him what he said 
and he seemed disrespectful and wouldn’t say and…I told 
him to leave the beer and get out or I’d call the cops. He 
kept repeating the same things but I didn’t understand what 
he was saying and he started acting nervous and put his 
hand in his pocket and I grabbed a handgun from under the 
counter. It wasn’t even loaded. Glad you guys came when 
you did.”
 She forces herself between them and faces the of-
ficer. With a gesture, she indicates the ambulance pulling 
away. “Did you find a weapon?”
 He just looks at her, expressionless.
 “I didn’t think so.”

Edited by Dan Marcus. 
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been life-altering, what he is doing 
could land him in jail. Decades ago, 
the government placed psychedelics 
in the same category as heroin and 
meth — drugs with a high potential 
for abuse and no legitimate medical 
purpose. New research, however, is 
beginning to call the government’s 
hard line into question. 
 Recent research and FDA-
approved clinical trials are showing 
psychedelics to be helpful in treating 
neurological disorders ranging from 

addiction to PTSD. “It’s edu-
cation that is important,” said 
Neal Goldsmith, a psycho-
therapist who helps to orga-
nize the annual “Horizons” 
conference, a gathering of 
scientists who are doing re-
search into the therapeutic 
benefits of psychedelics. 
“Nancy Reagan famously 
said, ‘Just say no.’ But the 
answer, of course, is ‘Just say 
‘know;’ get knowledge and 
information.”
 One prominent at-
tendee at the most recent 
“Horizons” conference was 
Rick Doblin, founder of the 
Multidisciplinary Associa-
tion for Psychedelic Studies 
(MAPS), an organization that 
has poured tens of millions of 
dollars into psychedelic re-
search. 
 “Psychedelics are 
a way to build a connection 
with others, to build empa-
thy, to build spiritual experi-
ences,” Doblin said. 
 A flurry of recent 
clinical trials done by MAPS 
and other institutions, such 
as NYU and Johns Hopkins 
University, have shown psy-
chedelics to be effective in 

treating a broad range of neurological 
disorders, from depression and addic-
tion to anxiety and even autism.
 And unlike antidepressants, 
patients given psychedelic-assisted 
therapy don’t need to be medicated 
for an extended period of time. 
  “It’s not meant to be 
like a daily medication that changes 
people’s biochemistry,” Doblin said. 
“People only get MDMA three times 
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or years, Andreas struggled 
to let go of the childhood 
physical and emotional abuse 
he suffered at the 

hands of his father. For 
him, the verbal abuse was 
the worst.
 “I would have 
taken a beating any day 
than to be told that, 
‘You’re a piece of s—t,’” 
said Andreas, who asked 
we not use his last name. 
“A punch heals; words 
don’t. Words stick with 
you for a long time.”
 Years of con-
ventional talk therapy 
did little to help. And as 
time passed, the traumatic 
memories became more 
and more intrusive.
 “I found myself in 
self-destructive patterns – 
drug abuse, just not taking 
care of myself,” he said. 
“I had violent outbursts 
that would happen a lot, 
too.”
 Then, one of the 
therapists he was seeing 
made a surprising sug-
gestion: Andreas would 
perhaps get more out of 
therapy if he was under 
the influence of drugs, 
specifically psychedelics. 
He gave Andreas a num-
ber to call.
 “[I] set up an interview, sat 
down, talked, and decided that this 
is something I wanted to pursue,” he 
said.
 Andreas had stumbled into 
an underground world of therapists 
and self-described healers who are 
treating traumatic memories with the 
help of drugs, like MDMA, LSD and 
psilocybin. After just a few sessions 

of treatment with MDMA, Andreas 
says the anger and resentment he’d 
felt towards his father for decades just 
melted away.  
 “You realize that you’re not 
that scared kid anymore. All those 
defense mechanisms that you built 
up when you were a child, you don’t 
need that anymore,” he said. “You’re 
not under threat from your father any-
more. You haven’t even seen your fa-
ther in 40 years, what are you scared 
about?”

 Andreas says the therapy 
changed his life, and that he is no lon-
ger trapped in the past.
 “No matter what can get 
thrown at you, you realize that it’s re-
ally not that big of a deal,” he said. 
“As long as you’re breathing, it’s 
OK.” 
building a connection
 While Andreas’ sessions have 
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in our treatment process. People only 
get psilocybin or LSD a few times. The 
goal is to actually cure the problem.” 
 One of the most promising 
applica tions is one familiar to trau-
ma survivors like Andreas: the use of 
psychedelics and therapy to take the 
sting out of traumatic memories.
 “The results have been ex-
tremely promising in terms of out-
comes,” Doblin said. “In fact, so 
promising that some of the people 
that have looked at the data said that 
it’s too good to be true.” 
 In one study funded by 
MAPS, war veterans with treatment-
resistant PTSD were given MDMA 
along with psychotherapy. After just 
a few sessions, 83 percent of par-
ticipants no longer fit the criteria for 
PTSD.
 In the case of PTSD, Doblin 
says that psychedelics appear to work 
by allowing a patient to recall the 
painful past, while excising the vis-
ceral fight-or-flight reaction that nor-
mally accompanies traumatic memo-
ries. “They reconsolidate, or restore the 
memory, in a different way [so that] it’s 
not connected to the fear,” he said.
“the beast is there”
 Doblin is hopeful that the 
FDA-approved clinical trials current-
ly underway will lead to the legaliza-
tion of psychedelic-assisted therapy 
in the coming decade. He understands 
why some therapists have chosen to 
incorporate psychedelics into their 
practice though the drugs remain il-
legal.
 “I’m not going to recommend 
[the practice], but I’m not going to 
condemn it either,” he said. “I think 
it’s a point of conscience that every-
body has to say, ‘I think the laws are 
immoral. The laws are wrong. We 
should have been able to do this re-
search 30 years ago.’” 
 The latest research being pre-
sented at the Horizons conference ex-
amines the exploration of psychedel-
ics in science, healing and spirituality. 
 It took several weeks of 
searching and multiple conversations 
with an intermediary, but a self-de-
scribed healer who uses psychedel-
ics to treat trauma in his clients, who 
we’ll call Simon to protect his identi-

ty, says he uses the drugs to help those 
suffering traumatic memories caused 
by everything from combat to child-
hood abuse. 
 “A vet that I’ve worked with 
has had four sessions. And now, I 
never hear from him …because he’s 
going to a Mets games with his son,” 
he said. “I’ve seen examples like that 
over and over. I don’t use the word 
‘miracle’ because it’s so loaded, but it 
is close.”
 Simon says he uses the 
same protocols as those in the FDA-
approved clinical trial for treating 
PTSD with MDMA. While he is not 
a licensed therapist, Simon uses his 
training as a spiritual psychologist to 
help clients revisit their trauma, and 
with the help of the drug, move past it.
 “It’s like looking at a shark in 
a tank at an aquarium,” Simon said. 
“The beast is there. It’s only feet 
away, but it’s not going to touch you.”
 Word of his success has 
spread quickly by word of mouth. 
He says he’s seen hundreds of trau-
ma sufferers and that the intake of 
new clients is relentless. He remains 

t h e r a p y

The InvIsIble hand dIscusses 
The FuTure oF The World

a democratized crisis is putting climate change ahead of profit
driving a rigged system burning with mass incarcerations
the loss of breathable air fueled by artificial conflict

the invisible hand tells us that the tip of this melting iceberg
is a call to action to change centuries of economic disparity
birthing mass migrations

to challenge corporations and political parties cloaked in democracy
a coalition of wise minorities to heal these divides
with progressive vision

to see a world with a livable future for all

– S.A. Griffin, author of Dreams Gone Mad  With Hope, 
and editor of The Outlaw Bible of American Poetry.

acutely aware that what he’s doing is 
illegal, but as someone who struggled 
with trauma in his youth, he says it’s 
worth the risk. 
 “I am breaking the law, I to-
tally understand that,” he said. “But 
it seems to me that with the greatest 
respect, there are some laws that are 
so foolish, so misguided and so based 
on out-of-date information. That’s the 
tragedy.”
 It will be years before the 
government decides whether to legal-
ize psychedelic-assisted therapy. Until 
then, this underground movement of 
therapists, and their clients who have 
experienced the healing power of psy-
chedelics first-hand, will continue to 
quietly use the drugs.
 For Andreas, he hopes his de-
cision to speak about his experience 
will help to make the use of psyche-
delics by others wrestling with the 
same feelings, more acceptable.
 “This needs to be out there,” 
Andreas said. “All this trauma and all 
this PTSD and all these problems are 
going to keep getting passed down. 
The ripple effects are quite huge.” 
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critical meetings between supporters of 
the bill and the group of about 20 mod-
erate Democrats concerned about the 
petroleum reduction measure. At the 
first meeting, on August 24, the moder-
ate Democrats, led by Perea, met with 
then-Assembly Speaker Toni Atkins 
(D-San Diego). At the second meeting, 
on August 31, the same group met with 
officials at the governor’s office. (Perea 
announced this month that he is leav-
ing the Legislature a year before his 
current term expires.)
    Many of the corporate-
friendly Democrats who attended those 

meetings with Atkins and 
Brown have received sub-
stantial campaign contri-
butions from Big Oil over 
the years. Perea, for ex-
ample, has received almost 
$100,000 in campaign con-
tributions from the oil and 
gas industry, while Merced 
Assemblyman Adam Gray 
has received about $80,000 
and Rudy Salas, an As-
semblyman from Bakers-
field, has received about 
$65,000, according to a 
story in the Los Angeles 
Times citing the National 
Institute on Money in State 
Politics. 
   On September 9, 
with only two days left 
in the legislative session, 
Brown, Atkins and Senate 
President Pro Tem Kevin 
de León (D-Los Angeles), 
announced they were drop-
ping the petroleum usage 
provision from the bill. 
The California Chamber 

of Commerce, another powerful op-
ponent of the measure, then removed 
its influential “job killer” tag from the 
bill, sending a clear signal to corporate-
friendly Democrats that it was now 
permissible to support SB 350.
 A watered-down bill soon 
passed, with all of the formerly recal-
citrant Democratic lawmakers except 
Gray voting for it. Brown signed it into 
law in a ceremony in October at the 
Griffith Observatory in Los Angeles.
 “The main takeaway regard-
ing the loss of the petroleum reduction 
piece of SB 350 is that it allowed us 

how bIg oIl 
spIked JeRRy 

bRown’s 
clImate change 

agenda
s Governor Jerry Brown 
touted California’s environ-
mental initiatives and prod-
ded world leaders in Paris 

to embrace tougher environmental 
policies during the United 
Nations summit on climate 
change, it was instructive 
to look back at how one of 
Brown’s top environmental 
priorities suffered a major 
defeat in the California Leg-
islature last year. 
 That priority was 
to establish a 50 percent re-
duction in petroleum usage 
in cars and trucks by 2030. 
Brown’s failure to win its 
passage in an overwhelm-
ingly Democratic Legisla-
ture clearly illustrates not 
only the influence of the 
fossil fuel lobby, but also 
the continued rise of a new 
breed of Democrats who are 
exceedingly attentive to big 
business, while tone-deaf to-
ward their party’s traditional 
progressive base. 
 Petroleum reduction 
was a key part of a proposed 
law, introduced as Senate 
Bill 350, which also called 
for steps to increase energy 
efficiency in existing buildings and 
require that 50 percent of California’s 
energy come from renewable sources, 
such as solar and wind. By any defini-
tion SB 350 was a landmark piece of 
legislation. It had the rock solid sup-
port of environmentalists, numerous 
health and physicians groups, and two 
Nobel Prize winners. 
 In hindsight, however, it prob-
ably didn’t stand a chance, thanks to 
an intense, summer-long lobbying 
campaign and media blitz by Big Oil 
and others. State filings show that oil 
companies and their trade organiza-

tions opposed to the petroleum reduc-
tion measure spent $10.7 million in 
the third quarter of 2015 to lobby law-
makers and conduct a negative media 
assault. Of that, the Western States 
Petroleum Association, an influential 
industry trade group, spent $6.7 mil-
lion, more than twice as much as it had 
spent in the previous two quarters. In-
dividual oil companies, such as Exxon-
Mobil and Valero, also spent hundreds 
of thousands of dollars in the third 
quarter, a significant increase over the 
amounts they spent on lobbying earlier 
this year.

 In contrast, among the bill’s 
supporters, NextGen Climate, an envi-
ronmental group founded and headed 
by philanthropist Tom Steyer, spent 
nearly $1.2 million on lobbying in the 
third quarter.
 By late summer, the industry’s 
lobbying campaign and media blitz at-
tacking SB 350 had had a big impact. 
Faced with defections by a group of 
nearly 20 so-called moderate Demo-
crats, led by Fresno Assemblyman 
Henry Perea, SB 350 backers reluc-
tantly removed the petroleum reduc-
tion measure. The move followed two 

A
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change denialists
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pressure the gop
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extreme stances.

– Gary Cohn
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to shine a bright light on unprecedent-
ed oil industry spending [intended] to 
protect their bottom line – along with 
the lengths some lawmakers will go to 
ignore what voters truly want, which is 
less dependence on petroleum,” says 
Susan Frank, director of the California 
Business Alliance for a Clean Economy.  
 The alliance, a network of 
1,300 mostly small and mainstream 
companies in California that support a 
clean energy economy, was an impor-
tant backer of the bill. Frank adds that 
it wasn’t a total loss, citing the stron-
ger renewable energy and building ef-
ficiency standards that survived.
 Les Clark, executive vice pres-
ident of the Independent Oil Producers 
Agency, an industry trade group based 
in Bakersfield, says he was adamantly 
opposed to the petroleum reduction 
provisions of SB 350 because they 
would have significantly hurt any-
one who produces oil, particularly the 
mom-and-pop operators he represents.
 “We were opposed to it,” Clark 
said. “If you produce oil, you are pro-
ducing it to make money. Of course 
we’d be concerned about that.”
Clark claims the measure could have 
driven some smalltime oil producers 

out of business. “It’s not good for my 
neighbors to have to pack up and go 
back East to find a job,” he says.
 In speaking against the petro-
leum reduction measure, the bill’s op-
ponents warned that it could result in 
gas rationing and prohibitions on sport 
utility vehicles. Opponents, including 
some Democratic lawmakers, also 
claimed that cutting petroleum use 
would be disproportionally harmful to 
residents of the Central Valley, whose 
long commutes and dearth of public 
transportation make dependence on 
automobiles – and fuel – a certainty.
 “In the Valley – more than 
anywhere else in California – that 
means reducing jobs, businesses and 
opportunities,” Assemblyman Adam 
Gray wrote in an opinion piece pub-
lished in the Merced Sun-Star. “The 
Valley’s No. 1 industry, agriculture, is 
dependent on transportation by both 
trucks (produce) and cars (labor). We 
have some of the highest levels of 
poverty and unemployment in the na-
tion. Yet SB 350 puts these disadvan-
taged communities first in line to pay 
more and offers nothing in return.”
 Sarah Rose, chief executive 
of the California League of Conserva-

tion Voters, disagreed, and in an inter-
view confirms that the opposition of 
several key Democratic lawmakers to 
the petroleum reduction measure ap-
pears to have been motivated more than 
anything by a desire to please Big Oil.
 “Clearly, there’s a problem 
when you have legislators not voting 
in the best interests of their constitu-
ents,” says Rose, whose organization 
supported SB 350.
 “Oil has won a skirmish,” 
Brown conceded at the September 9 
press conference, while de León added 
that the measure’s proponents were 
unable to compete with Big Oil’s “bot-
tomless war chest.”
 Now, five months later, after 
the governor promoted California’s 
accomplishments in a weeklong series 
of events at the Paris climate change 
conference, Brown can only look back 
and regret what was clearly a lost op-
portunity in Sacramento.

An investigative reporter for more than three 
decades, Gary Cohn won the Pulitzer Prize for 
Investigative Reporting in 1998 for his series 
“The Shipbreakers,” detailing the dangers to 
workers and the environment when old ships 
are dismantled.
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n a speech at last year’s Re:Publica 
conference in Berlin, software 
designer and privacy advocate 
Aral Balkan asked a provocative 

question: If slavery is the business of 
buying and selling physical human 
bodies, “what do you call the business 
of selling everything else 
about a person that makes 
them who they are apart 
from their physical body?”
 Balkan was refer-
ring to what Harvard pro-
fessor Shoshana Zuboff 
calls “surveillance capital-
ism,” the business logic 
pioneered by companies 
such as Google and Face-
book that has made our 
personal data the defining 
natural resource of the 21st 
century. Consumers have 
caught on to this trend: A 
new Pew poll found that 91 
percent of American adults 
agree that consumers have 
lost control over how com-
panies collect and use their 
information.
 There’s also a 
deeper, more disturbing di-
mension to Balkan’s ques-
tion that’s best illustrated by 
a sequence from the British 
sci-fi series Black Mirror. 
 The vignette be-
gins with a woman prepar-
ing to undergo a mysterious 
medical procedure. Mo-
ments later, she awakens in an empty 
white room. A man — communicating 
with her through a small egg-like de-
vice that sits on a kitchen table — tells 
her the operation was successful. But 
like in every episode of the series, the 
horrible truth quickly comes into view.
 It turns out the purpose of the 
woman’s operation was to create a per-
fect digital copy of herself, one sharing 
all her memories, emotions and person-
ality. The woman we’ve been watching 
in the white room isn’t the woman, but 
her simulacrum. She was created, the 
man explains, to be a digital concierge 

for the “real” woman’s high-tech home 
— making her food, scheduling her ap-
pointments, anticipating her every de-
sire. When she protests, the man — a 
kind of futuristic home technician — 
manipulates the egg device to torture 
the simulated woman, making her ex-
perience months of sleepless solitary 
confinement in a few moments.
 The story’s most frightening 
theme, however, is that simulating hu-
mans has consequences for the people 
being simulated. Later in the episode, 
police extract a confession from an-
other character by copying him and 

emotionally manipulating his simu-
lated self inside a virtual environment, 
which the doppelganger believes to be 
real. The implication is that anyone in 
this future can be copied, analyzed and 
interrogated without their consent.
 This particular example of 
simulated life is, admittedly, a far-
fetched dystopian fable. But it’s chill-
ingly prescient in the age of Big Data. 
Through mass surveillance and data 
mining, it’s fair to say that anyone who 
uses the Internet or owns a smartphone 
is having copies made of their digital 
identity on a daily basis. Advertisers 

record our every click and track our 
physical location as we browse the 
Web, and data brokerage companies 
such as Acxiom and Experian then as-
semble this and countless other person-
al information (ethnicity, sexual pref-
erences, credit score, family history) 
into an ersatz simulacrum — a digital 
shadow invisible to us but accessible to 
marketers and other unknown entities.
 In an information society, the 
extraction and exploitation of our digi-
tal selves profoundly affects how we 
are perceived and judged.
 The rise of Internet-connected 

devices known as the In-
ternet of Things promises 
to incorporate even more 
of our physical lives into 
these data profiles. The Fit-
Bits on our wrists, Google 
Nest thermostats on our 
walls and Samsung smart 
TVs listening in on our 
living rooms all cast data 
shadows of their own, 
recording and quantify-
ing us in novel ways that 
make our digital simulacra 
more comprehensive than 
ever before. This fits with 
Zuboff’s definition of sur-
veillance capitalism, which 
is driven by “unexpected 
and often illegible mecha-
nisms of extraction, com-
modification, and control 
that effectively exile per-
sons from their own behav-
ior.”
 The critical point is 
this: Unlike our physical 
selves, which have all those 
pesky “human rights,” our 
digital reflections can be 
infinitely bought, sold, ex-
ploited and experimented 

on. And the more robust our data selves 
become, the more effectively those 
who control them can understand and 
manipulate us. 
 Consider the popular uproar 
over Facebook’s emotional contagion 
study, in which the social media com-
pany secretly experimented on its us-
ers by changing how much positive 
or negative content appeared in their 
news feeds. Videogame company Riot 
Games has done similar experiments 
on players of their hugely popular on-
line game League of Legends, monitor-
ing chats and inserting messages in an 
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attempt to reduce unpleasant behavior 
and make the hyper-competitive game 
more palatable to a wider audience. 
 Of course, steering consumer 
behavior in the direction of profitabili-
ty has always been the goal of advertis-
ers and corporations. What’s changed 
is the explosive availability of personal 
data from a rapidly expanding variety 
of sources, which has increased these 
powers of manipulation by orders of 
magnitude.
 We tend to view data as an 
abstraction, rather than a part of our-
selves. But in an information society 
where our rights don’t extend to the 
smartphones in our pockets, the extrac-
tion and exploitation of these digital 

breadcrumbs profoundly affects how 
we are perceived and judged.
 What happens when market-
ing algorithms study your data shadow 
and learn to emotionally manipulate 
you when you’re most vulnerable? Or 
when your online profile is used to de-
termine whether you’re approved for a 
loan? Can you say for certain that your 
simulated self will never negatively 
affect your credit score, your insur-
ance rates or your ability to find a job? 
What’s keeping police and intelligence 
agencies from probing data that’s been 
gathered about you when that data nev-
er technically belonged to you in the 
first place?
 With data-gathering devices 

now filling our homes and adorning our 
bodies, it’s no longer a stretch to say 
we’ve become cyborgs. The problem 
is our rights as humans and individuals 
remain largely tied to flesh and blood, al-
lowing corporations and governments to 
colonize our extended, digital humanity. 
If we hope to preserve our democracy 
and autonomy, we must recognize what 
we call “digital rights” as what they are: 
Human rights. Because our data is us, 
whether we realize it or not.

Joshua Kopstein is a journalist focused on 
themes of surveillance, technology, privacy 
and power. He is the author of “Lawful Inter-
cept,” a semiregular newsletter of dystopian 
nonfiction.
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